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The Hindu Sahis Of Afghanistan And The Punjab A D 865 1026 A Phase Of Islamic Advance
Into India
Focuses attention on the role of geography and, more specifically, on the interplay of nomadic, settled
and maritime societies. In doing so, it presents a picture of the world of India and the Indian Ocean
on the eve of the Portuguese discovery of the sea route.
An analysis of Ram Gopal Misra's Indian resistance to early Muslim invaders, up to 1206 A.D.
A study of Perso-Islamic kingship in India, as a way to understanding the political and cultural
history of Muslim courts in India and their legacy.
Military Manpower, Armies and Warfare in South Asia
Afghanistan
Library Catalog of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
Resistance at the Edge of Empires
South Asia Series
Heroic Hindu Resistance to Muslim Invaders, 636 AD to 1206 AD
This up-to-date, comprehensive, thematically indexed bibliography devoted to Afghanistan now and yesterday will help
readers to efficiently find their way in the massive secondary literature available. Following the pattern established by one
of its major data sources, viz. the acclaimed Index Islamicus, both journal articles and book publications are included and
expertly indexed. An indispensable entry for all those taking professional or personal interest in a nation so much the
focus of attention today.
In this third volume covering the flourishing period from the third to the eighth century A.D., scholars describe the
powerful role played by the Sasanian state in Iran, the Gupta empire in India and the T'ang dynasty in China. Waves of
nomadic migrations and the formation of steppe empires left their mark on political and social life. This multiethnic
society had its roots in the great religious traditions of Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism, Christianity and
Shamanism. The Islamization of a great part of the region brought fundamental changes to all aspects of life. Intensive
trade along the Silk Route encouraged cultural and scientific exchanges, making this period one of impressive artistic and
intellectual creativity.
Presents a thematically indexed bibliography devoted to Afghanistan. Following the pattern established by one of its major
data sources, viz, the acclaimed Index Islamicus, both journal articles and book publications are included and indexed.
In the Mirror of Persian Kings
Al-hind
Indian Sculpture: Circa 500 B.C.-A.D. 700
A Bibliography Of Afghanistan
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Fieldstaff Reports
Comparative Studies in Civilizational Formation

In this volume, Andri Wink analyzes the beginning of the process of momentous and long-term
change that came with the Islamization of the regions that the Arabs called al-Hind -- India and
large parts of its Indianized hinterland. The growth and development of a world economy in and
around the Indian Ocean was effected by continued economic, social, and cultural integration
into ever wider and more complex patterns under the aegis of Islam.
In The ?Abb?sid and Carolingian Empires: Studies in Civilizational Formation, D.G. Tor brings
together essays by leading historians of medieval Islamdom and Europe in order to elucidate the
foundational role of the ?Abb?sid and Carolingians eras in their respective civilizations.
The book discusses the nomenclature, geography, climate and natural vegetation, regional
ethnicity and lineages and historical perspective of Swat, Pakistan. It evaluates and analyzes
the genesis of the once Princely State of Swat in the historical, geo-political and strategic
context. It deals with the consolidation and expansion of the former State holistically.
Moreover, it evaluates the State's relations with the British Government and later Pakistan, and
with the neighboring states of Dir and Amb. The book evaluates and analyzes the administrative
system including the civil, military, financial and judicial spheres. It also deals with the
socio-cultural milieu and changes brought about in Swat in respect of education, language,
religion, health, permanent settlement, communication, trade and industry, agriculture, tourism,
leadership, and women's rights. It looks at the merger of the former state into Pakistan, the
constitutional status of the State, causes of the merger, the Wali's role in the merger, and
both positive and negative effects and impacts of the merger
Swat State (1915-1969) from Genesis to Merger
Their Settlement and General Impact C. A.D. 475-1030
Al-Hind, the Making of the Indo-Islamic World
An Analysis of Their History, Archaeology, Coinage, and Palaeography
The Hindu Sahis of Afghanistan and The Punjab
Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society

Northern India experienced great crise in the years between C.A. D. 475 and 1030. Many a time this part of the world was the scene
of foreign invasions-Empires arose and distintegrated: society and economy changed to a great extent; many Brahmanas of this
period migrated.
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Historical study of two pre-Islamic dynasties of Kabul and Gandhara.
‘This Hindu Sahiya dynasty is now extinct, and of the whole house there is no longer the slightest remnant in existence. We must say
that, in all their grandeur, they never slackened in the ardent desire of doing that which is good and right, that they were men of
noble sentiment and noble bearing.’ People and their acts of bravery are often lost to the annals of history. But what of mighty
lineages? Generations of kings and the lands and people they fought for? What of kings who fought against their own people? The
Hindu Sahi kings, to whom honour and pride were more important than their own survival, fought a near 150 year rear-guard action
as they continued to be pushed east from Kabul, their original homeland, changing their capitals and defending themselves from their
own countrymen. The last of their house had the misfortune of confronting the juggernaut that was Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni. Where
obedience to the Sultan would have allowed their house to endure, their honour would have them confront him over and over. But
who were they? This book tries to piece together their story from the limited sources that are available from an age where historical
sources were few and, in the case of the Sahis, mostly from the point of view of their enemies. This is the story of a dynasty that
represented a resurgent Hindu faith in a land that was long dominated by Buddhism but also coincided with the arrival of the
Muslims.
The History of Ancient Iran
Constitutions of the Countries of the World
Early Medieval India and the Expansion of Islam 7Th-11th Centuries
A.D. 985-1206
Some Early Dynasties of South India
The Last Two Dynasties of the ?ahis
This volume traces the second great expansion of the Islamic world eastwards from the eleventh century to the eighteenth. As the faith
crossed cultural boundaries, the trader and the mystic became as important as the soldier and the administrator. Distinctive Islamic idioms
began to emerge from other great linguistic traditions apart from Arabic, especially in Turkish, Persian, Urdu, Swahili, Malay and Chinese.
The Islamic world transformed and absorbed new influences. As the essays in this collection demonstrate, three major features distinguish
the time and place from both earlier and modern experiences of Islam. Firstly, the steppe tribal peoples of central Asia had a decisive impact
on the Islamic lands. Secondly, Islam expanded along the trade routes of the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. Thirdly, Islam
interacted with Asian spirituality, including Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism, Taoism and Shamanism. It was during this period that Islam
became a truly world religion.
Roy investigates the various factors that influenced the formation and mobilization of military forces in the region from 300 BC to the modern
day.
Thirty years' research and first-hand knowledge of the area have enabled the author to trace the cultural contacts which have contributed to
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the rich mosaic of sculpture, temples, mosques, and painting that have gone towards the creation of one of the great civilizations of the world.
The Art and Architecture of the Indian Subcontinent
The Origins of Perso-Islamic Courts and Empires in India
Asian Horizons
Tribal Expansion, Mughal Imperialism and the Roshaniyya Insurrection, 1450-1600
Giuseppe Tucci's Buddhist, Indian, Himalayan and Central Asian Studies
Fieldstaff Reports: South Asia Series
The sheer wealth and dizzying diversity of Indian sculpture are celebrated in this second volume of the catalogue raisonn of the Los Angeles
County Museum's collection. Nearly two hundred sculptures produced during eleven centuries are described. Of these, one-quarter of the
pieces are part of the Nasli and Alice Heeramaneck Collection, while the remaining three-quarters have been acquired since 1970. This
splendid collection, while not representing all the major styles of sculpture that flourished on the Indian subcontinent from 700-1900, is
certainly one of the most comprehensive among American and European museums. Included are stone, metal, ivory, and wood sculptures
from fourteen states and territories of India and from Pakistan and Afghanistan. Organized by regions--Central and Western, Eastern, and
Southern India, and the Northwest--the catalogue contains detailed descriptions and illustrations of the 188 sculptures, many with details or
multiple views, for a total of 259 illustrations--251 in duotone and halftone and 8 in color. The sheer wealth and dizzying diversity of Indian
sculpture are celebrated in this second volume of the catalogue raisonn of the Los Angeles County Museum's collection. Nearly two hundred
sculptures produced during eleven centuries are described. Of these, one-quarter of the pieces are part of the Nasli and Alice Heeramaneck
Collection, while the remaining three-quarters have been acquired since 1970. This splendid collection, while not representing all the major
styles of sculpture that flourished on the Indian subcontinent from 700-1900, is certainly one of the most comprehensive among American
and European museums. Included are stone, metal, ivory, and wood sculptures from fourteen states and territories of India and from Pakistan
and Afghanistan. Organized by regions--Central and Western, Eastern, and Southern India, and the Northwest--the catalogue contains
detailed descriptions and illustrations of the 188 sculptures, many with details or multiple views, for a total of 259 illustrations--251 in duotone
and halftone and 8 in color.
The Hindu Sahis of Afghanistan and The PunjabThe Hindu Sahis of Afghanistan and the Punjab, A.D. 865-1026A Phase of Islamic Advance
Into IndiaPatna : Vaishali BhavanThe Hindu Sahis of Afghanistan and the Punjab, A.D. 865-1026A Phase of Islamic Advance Into IndiaPatna
: Vaishali BhavanThe Hindu Sahis of Afghanistan and the Punjab, A.D. 865-1026A Phase of Islamic Advance Into IndiaPatna : Vaishali
BhavanForgotten KingsThe Story of the Hindu Sahi DynastySimon and Schuster
Asian Horizons is published in honour of the great scholar of Asia, Professor Giuseppe Tucci (1894–1984). Through the work of present-day
scholars, both senior and emerging, this volume represents their efforts to maintain the impetus of the profound legacy Tucci left. Renowned
to this day as a founding scholar in an extraordinarily wide variety of disciplines, as well as being an explorer of hitherto largely unknown
lands, such as Tibet, Tucci gained a deep knowledge of Asia through a familiarity with its people, places and literature. His contribution to
modern scholarship is nothing less than remarkable. The volume reflects the broad variety of topics in which Tucci himself displayed deep
interest and serves as an homage to his work.
Glory of India
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An Analysis of Political, Administrative, Socio-political, and Economic Development
A Comprehensive History of India: pt. 1-2. [no special title
Bh?rati-bh?nam
Supplement
Hist Afghanistan V 1 & 2

From 1985 to 2001, the collaborative research initiative known as the Bannu Archaeological Project conducted
archaeological explorations and excavations in the Bannu region, in what was then the North West Frontier Province
(NWFP) of Pakistan, now Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa. This Project involves scholars from the Pakistan Heritage Society, the
British Museum, the Institute of Archaeology (UCL), Bryn Mawr College and the University of Cambridge. This is the third
in a series of volumes that present the final reports of the exploration and excavations carried out by the Bannu
Archaeological Project. This volume presents the first synthesis of the archaeology of the historic periods in the Bannu
region, spanning the period when the first large scale empires expanded to the borders of South Asia up until the arrival
of Islam in the subcontinent at the end of the first and beginning of the second millennium BC. The Bannu region
provides specific insight into early imperialism in South Asia, as throughout this protracted period, it was able to maintain
a distinctive regional identity in the face of recurring phases of imperial expansion and integration.
First published in 2007. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Festschrift honoring K. Venkateswara Sarma, b. 1919, indologist, on his 61st birthday; comprises articles on his life and
works, and indology.
Migrant Brāhma as in Northern India
The Transformation of Afghan Tribal Society
The Story of the Hindu Sahi Dynasty
A Comprehensive History of India
The Hindu Sahis of Afghanistan and the Punjab, A.D. 865-1026
The New Cambridge History of Islam: Volume 3, The Eastern Islamic World, Eleventh to Eighteenth Centuries
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